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Democracy in danger
A breif summary

 Our common democratic values are being 
challenged and we can see a sharp rise of 
populist parties around the world. 

 Membership rates of political parties have 
dropped, yet citizen’s expectations for 
professional politicians are on the rise. 

 The political parties will need to work more 
with strategic recruitment to survive. That 
includes recruiting women to politics and 
then make them stay.



The Political landscape

This is where we navigate



Macro trends
Affects politics on many levels

Globalization Urbanization Digitalization
and AI

Climate change



”New 
normal”

Securization
of the 

economy

Return of 
geopolitics

Political systems 
can´t deliver long 
term policy, broad 

agreements or 
targets

”The age of 
Mayors”

Populism 
and 

polarization

Political macro trends

Values and 
institutions are

being challenged

Unclear political
majorities

Less secure world



Who wants to be
a politician?

Less glamour than you would think



Real politics – much more that voting



Active politicians in Sweden

 96 procent of the elected in municipalities are ”free time politicians”
4 percent full time

 93 procent of the elected in regions are ”free time politicians”
7 percent full time

 10 million citizens, less than 40 000 elected person in total 

 Age issue/life puzzle

 Every tenth politician has small children

 Very different scope of the political missions, 
from very small to quite large

 Diminishing base for recrutitment

Elected in municipalities and regions 

*Official statistics, val.se
Numbers will be updated this year



The to-do-list:
Prioritized

The Assignment

Voters

Students

The Party

Lobbyists

E-mail

Family

Health



Democracy and gender

Why care?



What I learned these twenty years: 

They will tell you that you are a woman
Politicians are humans too

Titels matter – an MP is an MP
Don’t feed the trolls

Ask women twice
Choose joy!



It matters who gets elected

 More diversity in the legislative process creates better policy

– The parties provide basic structure, then reality hits

– Building political resilience through numbers

 Engaging women is not really about diversity

– It is a necessity

– Half of the population, damn it!

 Setting the example and being a role model

– Prioritize youth organziations

– Be a mentor 

– Accept interns

 Competent people need to get into politics

– Women tends to be better suited with worse self esteem

– Basics for the legitimacy of our democratic political system 



Shift - from high influx to high demands

 Political parties have been spoiled for choice
– Parties need to adapt 
– Constant renewal to be relevant and attract people

 High cost of low trust
– Politics, institutions and journalism is in a downward spiral
– Turnout and legitimity

 Politician 2.0
– High demands of professionality
– Constantly hungry and stressed media 
– Toxic and fact resistant social media 
– Populism
– A bit worse for women

 Party 2.0
– From organizing people to preparing people who are willing 

to get elected



Where are we now?
This needs to be dealt with within the party structure

 The political parties need to step up
 They are not really working hard at attracting or keeping women who 

want to become politicians 
 It is not about quotas or affirmative action. This is for real.
 Channel the competence and engagement into pure political practice!



WHAT: Define the new 
relevant role of 
politicians and 
recognize the needs 
and demands. 

01
WHO: Understand that 
those who want to be 
politicians are the ones 
who want to save the 
world. Especially 
women. 

02
HOW: Realize that 
there is room for 
improvement in the 
recruitment process. 
Get a strategy for 
keeping women.

03



AMA

Please



sofia.arkelsten@halvarsson.se

Thank you!


